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Because of the well known wide normal range of the factor VIII activity between 60 to 170% of normal, selection of donors with high activity levels would be of advantage for the preparation of concentrates. This is especially true for preparing small-pool fractions, as for technical reasons the final product cannot be controlled for its factor VIII content. In preliminary investigations, we reported elsewhere, high factor VIII activity in donors estimated before a donation had been rarely reproducible before a second donation after 8-12 weeks. So as a preliminary result of finding a donor's factor VIII level varying from donation to donation selecting of plasmas with high factor VIII content for concentrate preparation could only be established by re-estimating the activity before each donation. Proceeding in this way would be much too troublesome. To get more reliable information whether a healthy subject's high factor VIII plasma level is distinctly varying or rather constant we assayed the plasma of 200 donors with factor VIII activity >120% two times more before donation. The results confirmed our preliminary findings, especially the fact that a high plasma factor VIII activity in experienced donors was rarely reproducible when re-estimated after a second and third donation. As a consequence selecting of donors with high factor VIII procoagulant activity for preparing small-pool factor VIII concentrates is impracticable.

SUPPLEMENTARY ABSTRACTS


Nerve lesions in haemophilia are due to external compression or traction upon the nerve due to sudden muscular haematoma, producing a neurosapraco or an axonotmesis, and thus impairing nerve function. After treating the muscular haematoma and so the interference with the nerve function, this recoveries almost totally, except for the reflexes that remain absent. Since our unit opened in July 1973, we have seen a total of 12 nerve lesions (femoral nerve 9, ulnar nerve 2 and tibialis posterior nerve 1). The clinic of these lesions as well as orthopaedic and haematological treatment is discussed. Total recovery of function took from three to six months after hemorrhage.